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State law, state and local police, and prosecutors in criminal cases are very strict in Utah.

Felony convictions come with extreme punishments, and even misdemeanor charges of

some types require jail time. Exorbitant fines are also common. Just having a criminal

record alone can have a serious impact on your life now and through your entire future.

So, if you are facing criminal charges in the Logan, Utah, area, hire the best criminal

defense attorney the area offers to help you avoid conviction and minimize your risk of

receiving harsh punishments.

Types of Cases the Wasatch Law Firm Handles

Our criminal defense lawyers are familiar with state and federal criminal law, and with

the prosecutors, and the systems and processes in the area’s state and federal courts. We

can negotiate to have sentences minimized and have charges dropped completely in some

cases.

Criminal Defense Utah Theft/Fraud Defense Juvenile Defense

Cases We Fight Felony Defense Veterans Court

Sex Crimes Defense White Collar Crime Mental Health Court

Drug Related Crimes Alcohol Crimes Traffic Charges

Violent Crimes Defense

We Fully Protect All of Your Rights.
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You should not attempt to defend yourself in a Utah criminal trial. That mistake is likely

to cost you in many very serious ways for the rest of your lifetime. It is much more likely

that you will lose your case if you try to manage it yourself. If you lose your case, you are

also very likely to receive much worse punishments than if you have a skilled criminal

defense lawyer who is familiar with the Utah courts and how to get charges and sentences

reduced.

An experienced lawyer makes sure that all of your rights are protected. Your attorney also

guides you through the process, gathers evidence, builds the best case for your legal

defense, and fights for you in court. Your defense lawyer guides the case efficiently every

step of the way to avoid potentially serious consequences of bad legal case management.

Where is a Criminal Defense Attorney Near Me in Logan, UT?

If you are at risk of conviction for a crime in Utah, you are innocent until proven guilty.

You deserve the best state or federal criminal defense lawyer available to you. Wasatch

Defense Lawyers are among the best attorneys in Utah for criminal defense cases. We

bring many years of acquiring our collective knowledge to your case. Our team offers the

kind of aggressive legal defense that is best to protect you from serious risk to your

reputation and your future.

Wasatch Defense Lawyers

If you are facing trial for a crime, call Wasatch Defense Lawyers at (801) 845-3296 or

contact us here online to schedule a time to discuss the details of your case.
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